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Business in Burlington

Trustworthy estate management

of the country, or disposing
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using the most environmentally
feel the prospect of downsizing
friendly process. Where possible,
their home and belongings is
Estate Concierge provides a
just too big a task, the team at
benefit to the community. This is
Estate Concierge is there to
achieved by donating directly to
help.
those in need.
Owned and operated by
All done in-house, Estate
Caroline and Mike Maurice,
Concierge’s services can be
Estate Concierge was a natural
completely personalized to meet
evolution of their award winning
the needs of each client. What
Maid of All Work house cleanCaroline does recommend is
ing business established more
contacting her as soon as possithan 20 years ago. As such,
ble, rather than doing “the busy
they have a team who can
work” themselves. “Most people
complete the often-monumendon’t have the perspective,
tal task of dealing with all of the
information or experience to do
elements of clearing an estate
this, so just call and find out
for the homeowner or loved
what’s available to you.”
one. From cleaning to handy
Caroline, Mike and their team
work, sorting through papers to
Caroline and Mike Maurice, owners of Estate
hold the clients’ best interest in
painting and staging Caroline
Concierge.
mind and as such will do whatevand Mike, who are the first
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er it takes to deal with the estate
point of contact for clients, say
situation on hand. Partnering
the average estate takes two
with estate trust companies and with the ability to act fast under
weeks to one month to clear up.
pressure, Estate concierge is ready for unique circumstances.
Not just for people who are downsizing, Estate Concierge can help
Notwithstanding these services provide an answer to various downsizfamilies whose loved ones may no longer be living in the home as well
ing needs; often clients are pleasantly surprised to reunite with forgotas those who find themselves in a hoarding or overwhelming
ten letters or items that have sentimental value such as war medals.
situation. This can be achieved through the extensive experience of
Estate Concierge prides itself by standing out as a fast, effective
Caroline who is also and accomplished life coach and personal
service that provides the necessary organizing and downsizing
organizer.
services that provides the necessary organizing and downsizing
Together, Mike and Caroline have amassed a network of compleservices to help clients maximize their profits for selling.
mentary businesses that enables clients to access the most reputable
services. Estate Concierge will take care of selling items of value,
To find out more visit estateconcierge.ca or call 905-336-7901.
divesting to other family members, shipping contents within or outside

